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ZB1100B Handbag Forming Machine 

1. Quotation:  
(FOB China) 

ZB1100B         USD-./unit 
 

2. Terms of Payment: 

30% deposit by T/T when confirming the order 
 70% balance by T/T before shipping. 

 

3. Description 
ZB1100B Handbag Forming Machine is equipped with the enhanced pre-stack 
paper feeder. Through a highly automatic production process, it has laid a solid 
foundation for paper bag production. With non-stop paper feeding, it saves you 
about 1 to 3 hours each day, so that the speed of your production enhances. 
The advanced digital screw adjustment system helps to shorten adjusting time. 
The wider options and higher quality of handbags has become a necessary 
condition in the increasing competitive market. With different types of special 
paper and laminated paper, thanks to the rich configuration options, you can 
configure ZB1100B flexibly to meet the needs of the international market and 
the unique business model. 
 
ZB1100B handbag forming machine feeds die-cut single-sheet paper to make 
bag tube. It features a continuous function of automatic paper delivery (by 
feeder), line aligning (by front guide and side guide), gluing (by water-soluble 
glue box), automatic tube folding, impressing (by steel rollers) and bag tube 
output. It adopts water-soluble glue which has no harm to the environment. 
(Equipped with hot-melt spray glue system can be optional.) The touch screen 
operation and adjustable speed function provide high precision and rapid 
speed to this machine. This machine can make handbags with different 
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specifications and is an ideal equipment of manufacturing high-standard 
handbag. 
 
Suitable Paper: Kraft paper, art paper, white board paper, white cardboard, 
(including film adhesive paper) 

 
 A B C D 
Max. Size 1050 600 185 340 
Min Size 500 320 55 185 
 
Working Procedure 

 
 
4. Specification 
Max. sheet( L×W) 1050×600mm 
Min sheet( L×W) 500×320mm 
Sheet Weight 100-350g 
Speed 100 pcs/min 
Glue type Water-soluble cold glue 
Bottom Width 55-185mm 
Total Weight 10kw 
Overall Dimensions(L×W×H) 9000×1830×1650mm 
Machine Weight 6T 

 

5. Installation and Training  
The price includes the fee of installation, Training and interpreter, However, 
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the relative cost such as international return air tickets between China and 
Buyer’s country, local transportation, accommodation (3 star hotel), and 

the pocket money USD80/day per person for engineers and interpreter will 

be born by buyer. Or, the customer can find capable interpreter in local. 
 

6. Validity of Quotation: until 31st Dec. 2013 

 
7. Warranty: 12 months after B/L date 

 
8.  Delivery time: Within 40 days after receiving the deposit payment. 
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